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A “thank you” note for a journey towards knowledge.

“As you set out for Ithaka, hope the journey is a long one,
Full of adventure, full of discovery.”
C.P. Cavafy, ITHAKA
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Thanks to Dick I came in contact with Fridus van der Weijden, a visionary, a true scientist who is continuously seeking new knowledge. My cooperation with Fridus made possible a dream to come true. Fridus became my companion in the most challenging part of my journey. He introduced me into the world of science, stimulating me with not only scientific but also philosophical discussions, coaching and motivating me. His guidance is still invaluable.

All journeys have surprises, hidden treasures that one is grateful to discover. The hidden “pearl” in my journey was Dagmar Else Slot. Dagmar was always there for me ready to help. She has an unbelievable gift in finding solutions even for the most challenging situations. The quality of her supervising is much more than I ever wished for.
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“Keep Ithaka always in your mind.
Arriving there is what you are destined for.
But do not hurry the journey at all.
Better if it lasts for years,
So you are old by the time you reach the island,
Wealthy with all you have gained on the way,
Not expecting Ithaka to make you rich.

Ithaka gave you the marvelous journey.
Without her you would not have set out.
She has nothing left to give you now.

And if you find her poor, Ithaka won’t have fooled you.
Wise as you will have become, so full of experience,
You will have understood by then what these Ithakas mean.”

C.P. Cavafy, ITHAKA

As an introduction but also epilogue to this note I chose a poem from the Greek poet Cavafy. Reaching the destination is not the most important part of the journey. The knowledge and experience acquired and the people you come across along the way is what actually matters. When I started this thesis I thought that its completion would be the end of my journey but now I realise that my journey towards knowledge has just begun. I thank you all for everything you did for me.
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